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Abstract-Stable operation in a single mode is an important goal of
high-power gyrotrons. Both multimoding and switching into ynwanted
modes can lead to lower efficiency and undesirable heating of components
not designed to accommodate parasitic modes. We have extensively studied
mode behavior in a pulsed 100-kW, 140-GHz gyrotron using a variety of
mixing techniques. As a result, a number of multimoding regions have been
identified. Two possible explanations are presented. If the ratio of beam
thickness to cavity radius is relatively large, different parts of the beam can.
excite different modes. Secondly, it can be shoin theoretically that, under
certain conditions, the presence of one mode can enlarge the excitation
region of a neighboring, parasitic mode by favorably prebunching the beam.
Experimental evidence strongly supports this latter interpretation. To our
knowledge, this is the first use of mixing techniques in conjunction with the
study of gyrotron operation. These diagnostic methods are important
because they can conclusively identify the presence of parasitic modes,
even when these modes are weakly excited.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE GYROTRON has been 
demonstrated to be an
efficient, high-power source of millimeter radiation. It
is being utilized in a variety of applications, including
electron-cyclotron heating in fusion experiments. Recent
experiments have led to significant improvements in both
power and frequency. Pulsed devices with powers in excess
of 100 kW have been built at frequencies of 28 [1], 35 [2],
[3], 45 [41, 60 [5], [6], 86 [7], 100 [4], and 140 [8] GHz. In
addition, high-power CW operation has been achieved at
28 and 60 GHz [5].
As gyrotron technology is extended to higher power and
frequency, it becomes necessary to use oversized cavities
and to operate in higher order modes. The primary reason
for this is ohmic heating of the cavity walls due to the RF
field confined in the resonator. In order to avoid damaging
these walls, this heat flux must be kept below some critical
value, typically 1 or 2 kW/cm2 . As the gyrotron cavity
becomes larger, the density of modes that it can support
rises, increasing the likelihood of exciting parasitic modes,
or of having multimode oscillations. One of the primary
goals of gyrotron research is to better understand how the
electron beam can interact with a variety of competing
modes, so that techniques can be developed that will
ensure stable, single-mode operation.
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There are a variety of reasons why multimode oscilla-
tions should be avoided when operating a high-power
gyrotron. If the tube is operating, in the desired mode and a
parasitic mode is accidentally excited, the efficiency will
generally decrease. This is due primarily to adverse bunch-
ing of the electron beam by the parasitic mode, reducing
the transfer of energy to the mode of interest. Under
certain conditions, for example, when competing modes
each couple with different parts of the beam, multimoding
may result in higher efficiency [9] (see discussion on beam
thickness later in this paper). However, multimoding can
cause other problems, especially if components of the
gyrotron system are designed for one particular mode.
Modes excited at the wrong frequency may become trapped
inside the gyrotron (e.g., by the window), leading to exces-
sive localized heating. External components, such as mode
filters, converters, and the transmission system, may also
be mode dependent. In addition, if the gyrotron is designed
to operate in a symmetric mode (TEpq, m =0) and an
asymmetric mode is excited, this may cause the wall heat
flux to become excessive, resulting in damage to the reso-
nator. This is particularly problematic for surface modes
(modes with (1- m/ ,,) <1, where mp is the pth root of
dJ,,,(y)/dy = 0, such as whispering-gallery modes) since the
RF power is localized near the wall, resulting in relatively
high wall losses. Thus, it becomes very important to under-
stand under what conditions multimode oscillations will
occur, and to develop techniques for their detection.
Past studies of multimoding have concentrated primarily
on theoretical studies of the interaction between the beam
and RF field, and on methods of mode suppression. A
comprehensive review of multimode theory is given by
Nusinovich [10]. This includes discussions on such topics
as mode stability, nonlinear excitation of parasitic modes,
and mode locking. Moiseev and Nusinovich [11] outline the
equations governing the dynamics of the gyrotron, and use
them to analyze its behavior when two modes with close
frequencies can resonate in the cavity. In an earlier paper
[12], we describe the mode spectrum of a gyrotron oscilla-
tor, and show how the startup procedure of a pulsed device
can strongly influence which modes are excited. Dialetis
and Chu [13] explain how an unstable, two-mode state can
lead to mode jumping. Finally, in a paper by Nusinovich
[14], the modifications resulting from a more realistic de-
scription of the beam and resonator are presented. This
includes the effects of a beam velocity spread, a finite
beam thickness, and the study of a cavity with a fixed (i.e.,
0018-9480/84/0500-0481$01.00 ©1984 IEEE
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nonrotating) azimuthal field structure (e.g., the field of a
slotted cavity).
In the area of mode suppression, Vomvoridis [15] uses a
self-consistent nonlinear analysis to determine the condi-
tions under which suppression occurs. An early paper by
Vlasov [16] discusses how profiling the cavity wall can
modify the axial field profile and lead to desirable thinning
of the mode spectrum. Zapevalov [17] describes a second
harmonic experiment in which mode selection techniques
were utilized, resulting in stable, high-power operation. The
two techniques that proved the most useful were insertion
of dielectric pieces to modify the RF field, and profiling of
the magnetic field. Ganguly and Chu [18] discuss the mode
selection properties of a two-cavity gyroklystron, in which
a low-order mode in the bunching cavity is coupled to a
high-order mode in the output cavity by the beam. Other
versions of the concept have also been analyzed in earlier
papers [19]. Carmel et al. [20] describe the characteristics of
an oscillator designed to operate in the TE41 mode, con-
centrating primarily on methods to suppress the neighbor-
ing parasitic mode TE241. Finally, a review of other mode
selection techniques is provided by Gaponov et al. [7].
In this paper, a variety of sensitive diagnostics utilizing
mixer techniques will be discussed. Use of mixer diodes
allows one to detect a weak second signal in the presence
of a strong emission signal. The paper will be organized in
the following manner. In Section II, a description of the
gyrotron will be given, and the mixer technology used to
diagnose multimoding will be examined. In Section III, the
operational characteristics of the oscillator will be de-
scribed. A map of the modes excited as a function of the
magnetic field B. and the cathode voltage V, will be
presented, showing regions of single and multimode oscilla-
tions. In Section IV, the experimental data will be com-
pared with theoretical predictions. It is found that linear
theory successfully predicts regions of single-mode oscilla-
tion, but that a nonlinear description is required for multi-
moding. The method of successive approximations, for-
mulated by Nusinovich [10] to analyze the dynamics of a
gyrotron, will be employed to calculate the starting current
of a parasitic mode when another mode already exists in
the cavity. In Section V, conclusions reached based on
these experimental and theoretical studies will be reviewed.
I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The MIT gyrotron [8] has been operational since early
1982 and has been tested over a wide range of parameters.
The magnetic field has been varied from 40 to 70 kG, the
cathode voltage from 23 to 80 kV, and the beam current up
to 8 A. An output power of 130 kW was obtained at 140
GHz in the TE031 mode, and by carefully adjusting the
field single-mode emission was possible during the pulse
flattop, which lasts about 1 ps. This represents a total
efficiency of 24 percent at the highest current. Efficiencies
approaching 28 percent have been obtained at lower cur-
rents in this mode. Efficiencies as high as 36 percent have
been obtained in the TE231 mode at 137 GHz. This gyrotron
is characterized by a number of unique features, including
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the mixer-diode diagnostic system used to analyze
RF emission from the 140-GHz gyrotron.
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the interaction of the beam with the second radial maxi-
mum of the RF field, and operation of a magnetron
injection gun into a magnetic compression region with a
mirror ratio of 25.
A schematic of the mixer-diode system used to detect
multimoding in this device is shown in Fig. 1. The RF
power that is generated in the resonator is carried by
oversized copper waveguide to a Corning 7940 fused-quartz
window 0.554 cm thick. After transmission through the
window, the radiation is broadcast into free space. At a
distance of 50 cm, a portion of this signal is collected by a
horn and passes through an attenuator and a wavemeter.
The radiation then enters the RF port of the mixer diode.
The output signal from the IF port is amplified and sent
through a tunable filter to a detector diode and scope.
Both commercial mixer diodes made by Hughes, and a
Lincoln Lab corner-cube diode [21], were utilized in this
system. These mixer diodes were operated both with and
without a local oscillator (LO). Use of an LO increases
sensitivity and allows one to detect weak input signals. A
variety of LO sources in the 1-12-GHz range were used,
including a Wavetek 907A for 7.0-12.4 GHz, and an HP
8620 for lower frequencies. When the system was operated
with an LO, the IF filter was set at 100 ± 50 MHz, and the
LO was swept. When no LO was used, a YIG filter was
electronically tuned to find resonance signals generated by
the mixer.
In Table I, a summary of diagnostic techniques using
mixer technology is shown. The type of measurement is
given in the first column, the resonance condition of the
diode is in the next column, and the advantages and
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Fig. 2. Examples of RF emission as seen by a video diode during the
voltage pulse of the gyrotron. Each horizontal division corresponds to
0.5 is. (a) Diode signal when only the TE031 mode is excited. (b) Signal
when TE521 is excited during the rise and fall of the voltage, while both
TE521 and TE031 oscillate simultaneously in the central flattop region,
as verified by the mixer-diode system.
disadvantages of each approach are listed in the last two
columns. The variables m and n are arbitrary integers. The
first two rows describe ways of measuring the frequency Wo
of the input radiation. In a fundamental mixer, an LO
signal is inputted with a frequency t oL comparable to w. If
the IF filter has a narrow bandwidth, and WLO is well
known, then w can be accurately determined. Unfor-
tunately, LO sources become less available and quite ex-
pensive at high frequencies. One way to circumvent this
problem is to use a harmonic mixer, as shown on the
second line. Then WLO can be reduced by a factor of n. The
primary disadvantage with this approach is the higher
conversion losses typically associated with harmonic mixers,
thus requiring higher input power.
As a result of the strongly nonlinear behavior of the
harmonic mixer, it will respond not only at w, but also at
At = W2 - 1, the beat frequency between two incoming RF
signals with frequencies w, and 2 that are present simulta-
neously. This leads to the techniques shown in the last two
rows of the table. If the frequency difference between the
two signals is small (e.g., less than 5 GHz), then operating
the harmonic mixer without an LO is the best approach. In
this case, there is only one arbitrary variable in the reso-
nance condition, and therefore the data is easier to inter-
pret. We relied primarily on this method to gather the data
presented in the next section. If more sensitivity is re-
quired, or Aw is large, then an LO signal will be required.
With two arbitrary variables n and m, a larger number of
resonance signals will be generated, making interpretation
more difficult. Using these two approaches, Aw in the
range of 0 to 12.4 GHz was measured. To ensure that the
system was operating correctly, the wavemeter was used to
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Fig. 3. An example of multimode oscillation detection using a waveme-
ter. Each horizontal division represents 0.5 ps. The top trace shows the
video diode signal corresponding to emission of the TE0 31 (140.4 GHz)
and TE5 21 (145.2 GHz) modes. The middle trace is the remaining signal
after 145.2-GHz emission is absorbed by a wavemeter. The bottom
trace is the remaining signal after 140.4-GHz emission is absorbed.
absorb one of the input signals. We then verified that the
IF signals corresponding to Ato were not present.
III. EXPERIMENTAL REsULTs
The output power of the gyrotron was monitored with a
fast video diode located at the maximum lobe of the
far-field radiation pattern. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows two
examples of RF emission during the voltage pulse, which
has a risetime of 1.5 us and a flattop of 0.8 fts. The first
trace shows the output signal when only the TE031 mode is
excited. This requires careful tuning of the voltage and
magnetic field. After some initial ringing, the TE031 turns
on at a critical V, and RF power increases as the voltage
rises. Mixer techniques found that no other modes were
excited while the TE031 was present. This trace is in sharp
contrast to Fig. 2(b), which is more typical of the RF
output of a pulsed tube. In our power supply, the anode
voltage V is tied to the cathode voltage via a resistive
divider, so that the ratio J',/V remains constant during
the pulse. Theory predicts [12] that neighboring modes at
higher frequency will be excited during the rise and fall of
the voltage. This is evident in the trace, where the spikes at
the beginning and end of the pulse correspond to the TE5 2 1
mode (145.2 GHz), while the central region represents the
TE031 mode. Mixer techniques revealed that, in this partic-
ular instance, multimoding was occurring in the central
region, with both the TE031 and TE521 modes oscillating
simultaneously.
If the gyrotron is oscillating in two modes simulta-
neously, and the two signals are relatively strong, then a
wavemeter can be used' to confirm that multimoding is
occurring. Fig. 3 shows an example of this. In this figure,
three traces have been superimposed. The peak voltage and
magnetic field have been kept fixed for all three pulses.
The upper trace corresponds to the full output power of
the gyrotron, which in this case is a combination of TE031(140.4 GHz) and TE5 2 1 (145.2 GHz). In the middle trace,
the RF at 145.2 GHz has been absorbed by the wavemeter,
leaving only the TE031 mode. In the lower trace, the RF at
140.4 GHz has been absorbed, leaving TE521. Notice that
both modes appear to be excited simultaneously and that
the power in the TE031 mode is greater than in the TE521
mode. Use of a wavemeter to detect multimoding is practi-
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Fig. 4. Observed regions of single-mode and multimode oscillation.
Data was taken at a peak beam current of 4.4 A.
cal in this situation where both signals are strong, but if
one of the signals is weak or if Aw must be known
accurately, then mixing techniques must be used.
Using the diagnostic techniques described in the previ-
ous section, a map of the modes excited in the gyrotron has
been produced. The results are shown in Fig. 4, where
regions of single-mode and multimode oscillation have
been plotted as a function of V, and B.. This experimental
data was taken at a peak beam current of 4.4 A. The
highest power was obtained from the device at 70 kV in a
range of magnetic field of 53.4-58 kG, corresponding to
the excitation of the TE231, TE031, and TE521 modes.
Although the gyrotron gun is designed for optimum opera-
tion at 65 kV, the beam quality remains sufficiently good
at lower voltages that modes can be excited as low as 30
kV. Multimoding tends to occur at higher voltages, in this
case, above 55 kV, where the excitation regions of the
modes are broader and therefore increasingly overlap. The
figure indicates that an area of multimode oscillation ap-
pears between each pair of neighboring modes. Of special
interest is the interaction between the TE031 and TE521
modes. An area of no oscillation separates the pure TE521
region from the multimode region. This suggests that the
presence of TE03 1 introduces a new region in which the
TE 2 i can be excited. This phenomenon is predicted by
theory, as will be discussed in the next section. A final
observation is the presence of the TE 11 whispering-gallery
mode at lower magnetic fields. This mode was excited at
high starting currents and produced low power. Since
whispering-gallery modes are located near the cavity wall,
the difficulty in exciting this mode suggests that the elec-
tron beam is reasonably well centered in the resonator.
IV. THEORY OF MULTIMODING
Linear theory can be used to predict the conditions
under which single modes will be excited in an empty
cavity [22], [12]. However, in order to realistically model a
pulsed tube, one must account for variations of V, Va, and
the beam current during the rise and fall of the pulse. Fig.
5 is a prediction based on linear theory of what modes
should be excited in our device. This mode map was
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Fig. 5. Regions of single-mode excitation as predicted by linear theory.
A Gaussian axial RF profile, and same device parameters as those
associated with Fig. 4, were assumed.
calculated based on the same operating conditions as in
Fig. 4, with the beam located at the second radial maxi-
mum of the RF field, a peak current of 4.4 A, a total cavity
Q of 1400, and a Gaussian axial RF field profile (f(z)=
e-(kZ)) with k1 = 1.31/cm. The evolution of the beam
voltage and current during the pulse was modeled after the
variations measured experimentally. The perpendicular and
parallel velocities of the electrons v I and v were assumed
to vary as the gun voltages varied. They were modeled
according to adiabatic theory [23], and achieved a ratio
v1 /,, of 1.5 at 65 kV and 55 kG. A comparison of Fig. 4
with Fig. 5 indicates good agreement between the single-
mode experimental data and linear theory.
The slope of the mode excitation regions in Fig. 5 can be
understood by noting that the Doppler-shifted resonance
condition w, - w = - k ljvi must remain satisfied during
the voltage and current changes at the beginning and end
of the pulse in order for a mode to continue oscillating. In
this equation, w. = eB0 / ymoc is the cyclotron frequency,
and k,, = q'T/L, where L is the effective cavity length.
Since the term kilvjl is small for a gyrotron, and can be
shown to remain relatively constant during the pulse, this
resonance condition is maintained if wc remains fixed. If
wc is written in terms of B0 and V, then the following
slope of the resonance regions can be derived:
3V(kV) 
- 511'
tB6(kG) BO(kG) (1)
For our experiment, this yields a slope of approximately 10
kV/kG, in good agreement with both the theoretical curves
in Fig. 5 and the data in Fig. 4.
In order to explain those regions where multimoding is
occurring, a nonlinear description of the interaction be-
tween the beam and RF field is necessary. First one
determines the equilibrium state of a mode that already
exists in the cavity. Then the starting current of a parasitic
mode is calculated in order to ascertain if multimode
oscillations are possible. Finally, if multimoding can occur,
then the final equilibrium states of the two modes must be
determined. In the following section, the derivation of the
starting current of a parasitic mode utilizing the method of
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successive approximations will be presented. This method-
ology was first applied to the problem of multimoding in
gyrotrons by Nusinovich [10]. This technique can also be
used to determine the final equilibrium states of the modes,
but in this paper we will restrict our attention to the
calculation of the starting current.
For a gyrotron operating at the fundamental (o ~ w,),
the dynamics of the interaction of the beam and RF field
are governed by the following equations [11]:
d = P, F (2)
=T P'"+ W-1 (3)
where F, is a function of the field amplitude of mode s, and
*s is the relative phase of the field to the cyclotron motion
of an unperturbed electron (i.e., an electron orbiting at a
frequency wco). Each mode is characterized by a resonator
frequency w, and a total cavity Q,. Time is represented by
the normalized parameter - = wcot. If a TE mode in a
cylindrical cavity with a rotating azimuthal structure and
an amplitude E, is assumed, then F can be written as
F=2E ' 27R, O(X (4)
where /0 is the initial value of v j/c, R, is the beam
radius, and the choice of sign depends on the direction of
rotation of the mode.
The variable D, = 'Is + i4)' characterizes the interaction
between the beam and mode s. The imaginary component
(Ds' corresponds to the frequency pulling by the beam. This
term scales as 1/Q, and can generally be neglected in (3),
leading to the result that T, varies linearly with time. The
real component of .,, s, describes the energy transfer
between the RF field and beam. When this variable is
positive, there is a net transfer of energy from the beam to
the field. In (2), this term is offset by the loss mechanisms,
which are represented by 1/2Q, and include ohmic and
diffractive losses. An equilibrium is reached (i.e., dF/d-r
0) when 4);=1/2Q,.
Two assumptions will be made in order to simplify the
multimode analysis. First, in order that a steady state is
achieved, it will be assumed that Aw/ >> 2ir/Q. Other-
wise, it can be shown [15] that if two modes are present,
their combined RF field will tend to oscillate in amplitude
at the beat frequency Aw. The second assumption will be
that m, and m2 are not equal (again restricting our atten-
tion to the fundamental interaction). In this case, one can
prove [11], [13] that the dynamics of the gyrotron will not
depend on the phases of the modes, only on their ampli-
tudes.
Using the method of successive approximations, one can
expand 0, in terms of powers of the field amplitudes of the
two interacting modes. In the discussion that follows, the
subscript 1 will be used to refer to the mode that is already
oscillating in the gyrotron, while the subscript 2 will repre-
sent the parasitic mode. Therefore, 01 represents the inter-
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action of mode 1 with an electron beam perturbed by both
modes 1 and 2. Mathematically, this can be expressed as
01= I4a(x)-fl(xI)F - y(x 1 , x 2 )F22 + - --1j (5)
where x= (cO - w,)/klIvII is the detuning parameter, and
I, is a parameter proportional to the beam current
0.12X 10-3I(A)[ J.,i( 2 12
2 0#0y "2,(Vm,P)( P - m)j_ ffM2) dL
(6)
In this equation, f, is the axial profile of the RF field,
Z= i3OcOz/2vj10 is the normalized axial coordinate, and
L =o2o 0wcoL/2 v1 0 is the normalized length of the cavity.
In order to determine the equilibrium conditions, one must
calculate the coefficients a, /l, and y, which depend on the
axial RF -field. It should be noted F and I, are real
variables, while the coefficients are complex. Therefore, in
calculating 4), the real components of these coefficients
must be determined.
Using the above equation, the starting current for mode
1 with no parasitic .mode present can be calculated by
setting F, = F2 = 0 in the equilibrium condition. This leads
to the following expression:
I , = 2 Q I
=2Q~a'(xl)
(7)
where a prime indicates the real component of a variable.
Once mode 1 is excited, a new equilibrium is established
with F, > 0. In order to simplify this analysis, the assump-
tion will be made that mode 1 is excited in the "soft
excitation region." This is the region of parameter space in
which the gyrotron will not oscillate unless the beam
current exceeds the starting current. The limits of this
region can be defined approximately as -1 <x, <0 for
q = 1 modes. Previous work [11] has shown that, in the soft
excitation region, only terms up to F? are required to
describe the nonlinear evolution of the mode. Therefore,
keeping only the first two terms in the expansion of (5), the
amplitude of mode 1 when stable equilibrium is reached is
F1 = ( a' - 2 1Q. (8)
Using this value of F1 , it is possible to obtain an expression
for n , the efficiency of energy transfer from the per-
pendicular energy of the electrons to the RF field. For a
cavity in equilibrium, this efficiency can be defined as
1 = F,2/(I1 Q1 ). Substituting (8) into this definition leads
to the following result:
a'(x1 ) 2 1Q211Qj
IIIQI (9)
For a given axial RF profile, and fixed values of x, and L,
IIQ1 can be varied (e.g., by varying the beam current) until
a maximum efficiency is obtained. This maximum occurs
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at I1Q1 =1/a'(x) and can be written as
2ax #'(xi)
711 2/3'(xl) (10)
Again, it should be stressed that these results are valid for
values of x between 0 and -1. A gyrotron oscillating in a
q =1 mode typically achieves its highest efficiency when
operating in what is known as the "hard excitation region,"
with values of x < -1. In order to analyze this region of
operation, an additional term proportional to F4 is re-
quired in the expansion of 4D (5), which leads to a new
expression for the amplitude F1.
To find those regions where parasitic modes are excited
when mode 1 is present, one must determine (P2 for F > 0
and F2 = 0. Using the expression for F as given by (8), the
starting current for mode 2 can be written as
1 1
12 2 1
2Q2(a'(x2)--y'(x2, x1)F 2)
(11)
1
2Q2 a (x2)- , '((x,)-
PIN (x li) -21jQj
,(12)
In these equations, the first term in the denominator is the
linear component of the expansion in (5), while the second
term represents coupling between the modes. If y'> 0, then
mode 2 is suppressed by mode 1. However, if y'< 0, then
the region in which the parasitic mode can be excited will
be enlarged by the presence of the first mode. This latter
situation will be referred to as "mode enhancement."
We have analytically calculated the coefficients a, P, and
y for a flat axial field profile: f(f) = 1/L for 0 < 2 < L. If
L >> 1 is assumed, then the following expressions are ob-
tained:
. '(0) = - LO 3 [0sin(0)+2(cos(0)-1)] (13)
3
f#'(0) = 2--7 [lsin(20)+ (18 -202) cos(20)
+(530 - 03 )sin(o)+(48-1302)cos(0)-66]
(14)
6.55 x 10- 3L sin(0.920) (15)
where 0= - 7lqx is the detuning variable as defined by
Nusinovich. Equation (15) is a fitted expression for P that
is accurate in the soft excitation region 0 < 0 < 7T. The
assumption L >> 1 is equivalent to saying that the gain
resulting from the relativistic bunching mechanism is much
stronger than the absorption mechanism, and therefore the
absorption terms can be neglected. The expression for the
coupling coefficient y is quite long and is not given here.
However, plots of all three coefficients can be found in the
Nusinovich article on gyrotron mode behavior [101.
In order to confirm the accuracy of these results, the
efficiency as given by (9) has been compared with numeri-
cal predictions based on a computer code that simulates
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Fig. 6. A plot of the starting current of a parasitic mode (mode 2) for
various amplitudes of a mode (mode 1) already present in the cavity.
The starting current has been normalized to its minimum value.
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Fig. 7. A plot of the starting current of a parasitic mode (mode 2) for
various values of wl. The starting current is normalized to the current
required for excitation if mode 1 were not present. Results above the
dotted line represent mode suppression, while those below correspond
to mode enhancement.
the nonlinear beam-wave interaction in a gyrotron. This
code has verified the accuracy of (9) within the constraints
discussed in this section.
The effect of y on the starting current of mode 2, IST,2'
can be seen in Fig. 6. In this plot IST,2, which has been
normalized to its minimum value, is plotted versus the
detuning parameter x2 for various values of FIL. These
curves are valid for all cavity lengths consistent with the
assumption 7 >> 1. The F1 L = 0 curve corresponds to the
results based on linear theory. One can see that, as the
amplitude of mode 1 increases, mode suppression occurs at
higher values of x2 , while mode enhancement occurs at
lower values. The net result is that the width of the
excitation region decreases somewhat and the region shifts
to lower values of x 2, that is, to lower magnetic fields.
In actuality, F is not a free variable but is determined
by (8). The effect of including this equilibrium value for F
is shown in Fig. 7. In this figure, IsT,2 (F # 0) represents
the current needed to excite mode 2 when mode 1 is
present. In essence, it is the current required for multimode
oscillations to be initiated. IST,2 has been normalized to the
expected starting current if mode 1 were not present. As a
result, ratios above the dotted line correspond to mode
suppression, while those below correspond to mode en-
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Fig. 8. The starting current required to excite various modes in the
140-GHz gyrotron. Solid lines indicate regions of single-mode excita-
tion, while dotted lines delineate regions of multimoding. (a) TE03 1 and
TES21 modes, (b) TE2 31 and TE031 modes.
hancement. Curves are shown for three values. of wl, and it
is assumed that both modes have the same value of IQ,.
This figure indicates that if the frequencies of the two
modes are closer than the gain bandwidth sn'1,/L, then
mode 1 will tend to suppress mode 2. However, when W2 isgreater than w by approximately the gain bandwidth, then
enhancement of mode 2 predominates. This enhancement
effect can be quite strong, and under certain circumstances
mode 2 will be excited only if mode 1 is present. Physically,
mode enhancement occurs because mode 1 is able to
prebunch the beam so that it interacts favorably with
mode 2.
This theoretical model of gyrotron mode behavior has
been utilized to analyze the multimode oscillations ob-
served in our experiment. Using the cavity and beam
characteristics as given in Section III, the starting currents
of various modes have been calculated as a function of B,.
The results are shown in Fig. 8(a) for the TE031 and TE5 2 1
modes, and in Fig. 8(b) for TE031 and TE23 1 . These calcu-
lations assume a beam voltage fixed at a final value of 65
kV, and therefore do not describe the behavior of the
gyrotron during the rise and fall of the voltage pulse. The
solid curves represent the starting currents when no mode
is present in the resonator, while the dashed line gives IsT
when the indicated mode is present, and therefore delin-
eates the region where multimoding occurs. Note that in
Fig. 8(b) the dashed line ends abruptly because the TE231
mode is no longer in the soft excitation region, and there-
fore the theory outlined above is no longer valid. Compar-
ing these theoretical results with the experimental data at
65 kV in Fig. 4 indicates good agreement. In both cases,
the currents needed to initiate multimoding are compara-
ble. In addition, theory predicts the existence of a gap
between the single-mode TE521 region and the multimode
TE031 /TE 521 region, as is seen experimentally. No such
gap exists in the case of the TE031 and TE231 modes, as
both theory and experiment indicate.
Another potential source of multimode oscillations in
gyrotrons is the radial spread of the electron beam. This is
particularly problematic in high-frequency devices in which
ARe/R, the ratio of the beam thickness to the Larmor
radius, becomes relatively large. Most past studies of multi-
moding have assumed a thin beam, and therefore have not
predicted this effect. Using adiabatic theory, we have re-
lated the thickness of the beam in the resonator to its width
at the cathode. Based on this result, the following expres-
sion was obtained [24]:
AR, 2  27IsinO
Rg P - a2j l,sJk (16)
where 0 is the angle of the cathode surface with respect to
the axis of the gun, a is the ratio of magnetic field at the
cavity to that at the gun, Jk is the cathode emission current
density, and it is assumed that the beam interacts with the
s th radial maximum of the TEmpq mode. As a result of the
A2 dependence in the above equation, the beams in high-
frequency gyrotrons are typically relatively thick. If the
cavity is oversized and can support many modes, it may be
possible for different radial parts of the beam to interact
with and excite different modes, thus leading to multimod-
ing. This phenomenon is similar to spatial hole burning in
lasers [25], except in this case the active medium is the
beam rather than a gas. This effect can also occur for
modes having different azimuthal structures.
In Fig. 9(a) through (c), the strength of the coupling in a
gyrotron between the beam and various competing TE
modes has been plotted as a function of the beam radius
R,. Using linear theory [22], one can show that this cou-
pling is proportional to J,±I(2iTR,/A). In these graphs,
the beam radius has been normalized to the cavity radius
R. while the coupling strength has been normalized to the
stored energy in the cavity. Note that for modes with m > 0
there are two branches, designated by + and -, where the
choice of sign depends on the direction of azimuthal rota-
tion of the mode. Also shown in these figures is the
theoretical location and width of an electron beam de-
signed to interact with the second radial maximum of the
TE031 mode. Fig. 9(a) and (b) indicates that at the second
maximum it is virtually impossible to use the radial posi-
tion of the beam to avoid coupling with a neighboring
mode of the TE031. Peaks of the negative branches of both
the TE231 and TE521 modes coincide with the peak of the
TE031. Only surface modes, such as the whispering-gallery
TE811 mode shown in Fig. 9(c), will weakly couple to the
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In this paper, an extensive study of mode competition
and multimode oscillations in a 140-GHz gyrotron has
been described. The development of an understanding of
mode behavior in high-frequency gyrotrons becomes im-
portant as these devices are scaled to higher powers and
CW operation. In order to avoid low efficiency due to
multimoding and excessive heating of components by
parasitic modes, it is necessary to develop practical tech-
niques that allow one to excite the mode of interest and
0.75 1.0 maintain single-mode oscillation during the entire pulse.
This becomes more difficult as the resonator increases in
tron beam and various size to accommodate higher powers and, as a result, be-
been normalized to the comes highly overmoded. The evaluation of the effective-
e actual location of the ness of various mode suppression techniques requires a
idicate the direction of
d TE2 31 , (b) TE031 and good understanding of the interaction between the beamand RF field, and the development of reliable diagnostic
methods that allow one to analyze the performance of the
y of the problem of device.
requency gyrotrons. A variety of mixer-diode techniques have been used to
from high current study mode behavior in our gyrotron. To our knowledge,
will become neces- this is the first use of mixing techniques in conjunction
Ly from the cavity with the study of gyrotron operation. A summary of these
ble to interact with diagnostic methods is given in Table I, including their
tn therefore will be advantages and disadvantages. It was found that, as a
ber of asymmetric result of the strongly nonlinear characteristics of a harmonic
m is to be used as a mixer, an IF signal was produced corresponding to the
vice, then the most frequency difference Aw of two modes simultaneously pre-
am near the cavity sent. This diode therefore could be used to conclusively
nodes are strong. verify the presence of multimoding, even when one of the
-- 
-- 
BAM
V12f 
_AM
031
V-0
These figures also show how a beam with a finite thick-
ness can lead to multimoding. For example, if the beam in
Fig. 9(a) had a smaller radius, then the inner part of the
beam could excite the TE2 31(+) mode, while the outer part
excited either the TE031 or the TE231(-) mode. Even if the
beam were thinner, such an effect could occur if it -were
misaligned in the cavity. Then, the radial position of the
beam would vary as one moved azimuthally, and different
azimuthal parts of the beam could couple with different
modes. It is therefore important when trying to understand
mode behavior in high-frequency gyrotrons to model the
beam realistically, and include such characteristics as radial
thickness and the possibility of misalignment.
A comparison of experimental data with theory suggests
that mode enhancement rather than beam thickness is the
predominant cause of multimode oscillations in our device.
This conclusion is primarily based on the existence of a
gap between the TE031 and TE5 21 modes (see Fig. 4). If
beam thickness were the sole cause of multimoding in our
gyrotron, then one would expect multimode oscillations to
occur only when the excitation regions of neighboring
modes overlap. The experimental observation of a gap
between the TE031 and TE521 modes indicates that their
excitation regions do not overlap, yet multimoding is ob-
served. Further evidence supporting mode enhancement as
the cause of multimoding is the similarity between the data
of Fig. 4 and the theory shown in Fig. 8(a).
V. CONCLUSIONS
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RF signals is weak. A mixer system was assembled that
was capable of measuring Aw in the range of 0 to 12.4
GHz, and a map was produced showing regions of
single-mode and multimode oscillations plotted as a func-
tion of magnetic field and cathode voltage. In some cases,
when both signals were strong, a wavemeter could be used
to verify that multimode oscillations were present. How-
ever, this technique is limited because of its lack of sensitiv-
ity and inability to measure Aw to high accuracy. A
wavemeter also cannot discriminate easily between true,
simultaneous oscillations and a two-mode oscillation in-
volving rapid switching between modes.
As a result of the high mode density in our gyrotron, it
was difficult to initiate oscillation in the mode of interest
and maintain single-mode emission. This could only be
done at lower power and involved careful tuning of the
magnetic field and cathode voltage. Typically, higher
frequency modes would be excited during the rise and fall
of the voltage pulse. This behavior is in part a result of the
characteristics of our power supply, in which the anode
voltage V is tied to the cathode voltage V via a resistive
divider so that V /V remains constant during the pulse.
The regions of single-mode oscillation were found to agree
reasonably well with predictions based on the linear theory
of pulsed gyrotrons [12] (see Figs. 4 and 5). Although the
gun was designed for optimum operation at 65 kV, the
beam quality remains sufficiently good at lower voltages
that modes could be excited as low as 30 kV.
Although linear theory is adequate for determining the
conditions leading to single-mode excitation, a nonlinear
model is required to explain those regions seen in Fig. 4
where multimode oscillations occur. Using the method of
successive approximation, a technique first applied to the
problem of multimoding in gyrotrons by Nusinovich [9], an
expression was derived for the equilibrium amplitude of a
mode when the gyrotron is operating in the soft excitation
region (-1 s< x < 0). From this, a simple expression was
obtained for the optimum efficiency and the conditions
required to achieve this efficiency (see (10)). An expression
was also derived for the starting current of a parasitic
mode (mode 2) when another mode (mode 1) is already
oscillating in the cavity. It was found, assuming a flat RF
axial profile, that both regions of mode suppression
(Isr,2 (F1 > 0)> I S 2 (F = 0)) and mode enhancement
(IsT,2(F1 > 0) < IsT,2 (F1 = 0)) exist. Mode enhancement
predominates when the parasitic mode has a frequency of
W2 ~ w,+ -rw/L, where L is the effective cavity length. In
this case, mode 1 favorably prebunches the beam for
excitation of mode 2. If the parasitic mode has a lower
frequency than mode 1, then mode suppression occurs. A
comparison of experimental data with theory suggests that
mode enhancement is the mechanism leading to multimod-
ing in our device. The best evidence supporting this conclu-
sion is the existence of a gap between the TE5 2 1 single-mode
region and the TE 031 /TE 521 multimode region, which is
predicted by theory and observed experimentally.
Another potential source of multimoding and parasitic
mode oscillations is the radial thickness of the electron
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beam. It can be shown (see (16)) that its relative thickness
increases as gyrotrons are scaled to higher frequencies.
Multimode oscillations can occur if different parts of the
beam excite different modes. This can occur not only if the
beam is thick but also if it is misaligned. The potential for
this type of multimoding to occur is particularly great in
high-power, high-frequency devices operating in symmetric
(m = 0) modes. In this case the beam, in order to avoid
space charge effects, will be unable to interact with the
innermost radial peak and will have to be located at a peak
closer to the cavity wall. It will be capable therefore of
coupling to a large variety of asymmetric modes. It thus
becomes important in trying to understand mode behavior
in high-power, high-frequency gyrotrons to model the beam
realistically, and not treat it as a thin, centered beam.
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